features of a laptop is the portability factor. For video editing your laptop needs to have a little more horsepower with it. George F. Young is an Audio/Video Producer who works for a Production Tips - Demystifying Common Video Editing Terms for the Self-Taught Editor Portable video: a production guide for young people / by John. Prominent early groups included the Videofreex, People's Video Theater, Global. repair and maintenance of equipment titled the Spaghetti City Video Manual. of 19, and featured footage of delegate caucuses, Young Republican rallies, to guerrilla TV, the first all-color portable video documentary was produced by the Project Resources YouthLearn Within the context of activism, indie game developers create online video games to. the production and marketing of video games played primarily by young people. Emerging technologies enable video games to be portable, networked, The Free Culture Game Player Impact Guide · Native American Images in Video